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 Background: The purpose of this study is to evaluate relevant job sectors in the 
Malaysian market, in effort to gauge the employability scenario for local undergraduate 
students. Objective: To achieve this, this study proposes a clustering analysis using K-
Means and Expectation Maximization algorithms on various set of skills specific to 
different job sectors ranging from government agencies to multinational company. The 
analysis was performed using the Tracer Study database from the Ministry of Higher 
Education (MOHE), Malaysia. The database consists of employability information for 
diploma and degree graduates from public universities in 2011. Results: The findings 
showed that in average, the graduates possess above satisfactory level for general 
information technology (IT) as well as for Malay and English language skill across all 
industries. Nonetheless, the graduates have only average skills at interpersonal 
communication, creative and critical thinking, problem solving, analytical, and team 
work. Conclusion: The insights provided by the clustering analysis are hoped to aid the 
university management and policy makers to focus on such empowering skills in 
shaping future Malaysian graduates. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The concept of employability has been in the literature for many years. Among the key factors in 

employability are knowledge and skills. According to statistics from the Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE) 
in Malaysia, 78,165 graduates were produced by public universities in the year 2008 and the number increased 
by approximately ten thousand to 89,290 in 2009. With the number of graduate student increasing each year, 
there is definitely a need to study the potential market and factors that influenced local graduate employability.  

With data from the Tracer Study, such information is made available for the public to analyze matters 
related to graduate employability model. Tracer Study is an online survey developed by MOHE, which act like 
an instrument to measure the relationship between learning environment and employability scenario. The 
purpose of the survey is to improve the quality in higher education in a more strategic manner. The data 
obtained from this study consists of information on student background, program of study environment, as well 
as the employment status. It also includes the information of the acquired knowledge and skills from the 
program of study, which are no less important in the issue of employability. 

This paper focuses on knowledge and skills in a graduate employability model by means of clustering 
analysis. Clustering is a descriptive data mining task that learns from observations in order to determine object 
groupings, such that objects within the same cluster are similar to each other, while objects that are not similar 
will be clustered in different group. The analysis will be on clusters emerged from the criteria of students’ 
knowledge and skills acquired and their job sectors from the Tracer Study data. To achieve this, the following 
tasks will be performed: 

 
• Preprocessing that consists of data cleaning, data reduction and data transformation.  
• Clustering using Simple K-Means and Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithms 
• Analysis of results related clusters emerged from knowledge and skills in employability. 
 
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will review the related work, Section 3 will 

present the details of materials and methods, Section 4 will present the results and analysis, and Section 5 will 
conclude the paper with some indication of future work. 
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Related Work: 

In data mining, clustering models the data by its discovered clusters, although data represented by a small 
number of clusters necessarily loses certain fine details (Berkhin, 2002). Clustering is one of data mining 
techniques needed to identify a possibly existing group structure in a data set (Hickendorff et al., 2008). To date, 
no clustering analysis has been carried out using the Malaysian Tracer Study data. Work using the same data 
tests various Bayes algorithms under classification techniques to construct the Graduates Employability Model 
in Malaysia (Sapaat et al., 2011). Nonetheless, there exist several related work within the domain of academics 
such as predicting students’ academic performance using classification and clustering (Ogor, 2007) and 
providing knowledge on job search for undergraduates based on graduate employment database (Weihua and 
Rui, 2010). 

With regards to student quality and employability, research is mostly carried out qualitatively. Lowden et 
al. (2011) discover that employers expect graduates to have the technical and discipline competencies from their 
degrees. Graduates are also expected to demonstrate a range of broader skills and attributes that include team-
working, communication, leadership, critical thinking, problem solving and often managerial abilities or 
potential. Similarly on employability skills, Rasul et al. (2009) state seven important aspects of the 
employability skills needed by employers in Malaysia manufacturing industries and result shows that basic skill, 
thinking skill, sources skill, resources skill, system and technology skill and personal qualities are the most 
important skills whereas informational skill is considered as moderately important. Hamzah et al. (2012) focus 
in their survey reports that employers value most highly four main generic employability profiles, which are 
academics, personal management, connectivity (communication, IT, team work, commercial awareness), and 
exploration skills (imaginative, innovative, creative).  

For the success of small businesses, general management skills appear to be more important for the 
business owners and there exists a statistically significant correlation between information technology skill, 
people skills, and administration skills (Oosthuizen et al., 2011). 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
The objective of this paper is to perform clustering analysis on knowledge and skills based on the Tracer 

Study data to identify the types of knowledge and skills needed in certain job sectors.  
 

Dataset: 
The Tracer Study data represents profiles of diploma and bachelor degree graduates in 2011 from public 

universities. It contains 20 attributes, which are Sex, Age, University/Institution, Level of Study, Field of Study, 
CGPA, General IT Skills, Malay Language, English Language, Other Language, General Knowledge, 
Interpersonal Communication, Creative and Critical Thinking, Analytical Skill, Problem Solving, Inculcation of 
Positive Values, Teamwork, Employment Status, Job Status, and Job Sector. However, to achieve the objective, 
this paper focuses on the attribute related to knowledge and skills acquired, which is in form of Likert scale 
from one to six.  
 
Data Pre-processing: 

To prepare the data for the clustering analysis, the first activity performed was data reduction in order to 
have a more compact, easily interpretable representation of the target concept. This is done by focusing on the 
variables most relevant to the scope of this study. To get the insight and knowledge from the criteria of 
knowledge and skills towards employability from the perspective of job sectors, a number of irrelevant 
attributes were eliminated. The attributes are Sex, Age, University/Institution, Level of Study, Field of Study, 
CGPA, Employment Status, and Job Status.  

Next, to study the impact of knowledge and skills towards job sectors, only data of employed student were 
employed. This is because the data for job sectors that belong to the unemployed students are those “preferred” 
job sectors rather than the actual real working job sector. From data reduction, there are twelve attributes 
whereby eleven are related to knowledge and skills attributes such as the General IT Skills, Malay Language, 
English Language, Other Language, General Knowledge, Interpersonal Communication, Creative and Critical 
Thinking, Analytical skill, Problem Solving, Inculcation of Positive Values, Teamwork, and one attribute for 
Job Sector. 

The second activity was data cleaning in order to ensure the quality of data used in the mining task. This 
activity involves identifying outliers, correcting inconsistent data, removing duplicate data, and also replacing 
missing and inaccurate values. In the dataset, missing values were represented by ‘0’ and inaccurate values 
represented by ‘9’ were replaced with ‘6’, which carries the value “Not Applicable”. This is to maintain 
accuracy in clustering algorithms used in the clustering task later. After the cleaning process, the number of 
instances in the cleaned dataset was 53,394, ready to be mined. 
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Finally, before clustering, the third activity was data transformation. The attribute “Job sector” that was a 

numerical type were transformed into a nominal type of data as shown in Table 1. This is to allow it to be 
chosen as a pre-assigned class in the clustering Cluster Mode in the data mining tool. Therefore “Job sector” 
could become the class to the clusters evaluation. 

 
Table 1: Transformation from numerical to nominal data for Job Sector 

Numeric Nominal 
1 Government 
2 Statutory_Body 
3 Multinational_Company 
4 Local_Private 
5 Own_Company 
6 Others 
7 GLC (Government-Linked Company) 
8 NGO (Non-governmental Organization) 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
The clustering experiment was aimed to provide knowledge on clusters created based on the criteria of 

“knowledge and skills acquired” and the evaluation class of “job sectors”, using Simple K-Means and 
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithms in the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA), an 
open-source data mining tool (Hall et al., 2009). 

 
Simple K-Means Clustering: 

K-Means clustering is a method of cluster analysis which aims to partition observations into k clusters in 
which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. This algorithm iterates until the clustering 
cannot be improved. In this algorithm, a cluster is represented by its centroid, which is a mean (usually weighted 
average) of points within a cluster. This works conveniently on numerical attributes. Centroids have the 
advantage of clear geometric and statistical meaning. Pallavi and Godara (2011) identify that K-Means 
clustering technique often shows the lowest percentage of incorrect cluster instances as compared to hierarchical 
clustering and farthest first clustering. 

The sum of discrepancies between a point and its centroid expressed through appropriate distance is used as 
the objective function, which is called Sum of Squared Errors (SSE). SSE can be used as a measure of variation 
within a cluster. In k-means algorithm, the number of clusters k is specified by a parameter. To determine the 
cluster size, the parameter k was identified using a ‘knee point’ of the SSE (Sugar and James, 2003). The SSE 
for kn (for n = 2 to 9) were tabulated and graph was plotted as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Knee point identified number of cluster k = 4. 

 
Knee point can be determined using various methods; the largest magnitude difference between two points 

or largest ratio differences between two points (Chiu et al., 2001) or the first data point with a second derivative 
above some threshold value (Easter et al., 1996; Foss et al., 2002). The former method is used only for single 
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pairs of adjacent points, while the latter method is used for more than one pair of points, but is still considered 
local trends in the graph and local method (L-Method). This method finds the boundary between the pair of 
straight lines that most closely fit the curve (Salvador et al., 2004). 

The resulting cluster using Simple K-Means algorithm in WEKA was four. Figure 2 shows the visualization 
for the data that has been classified into 4 clusters. Meanwhile, Figure 3 shows the clusterer output in WEKA. 
From this figure, it shown that the result was reached at 19 iterations by Simple K-Means and the distortion, 
measured as average within cluster SSE among the clusters was 10,473 units. The cluster centers can be 
concluded as follows: 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Visualized data from Weka output. 

 
 
Fig. 3: Clusterer output from Simple K-Means. 
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• Cluster 0 – This set of students has an average (scale-3) level of interpersonal communication, creative 

and critical thinking, analytical, problem solving, inculcation of positive values, team work, and general 
knowledge skill. At most, they acquired satisfied (scale-4) level of general IT, Malay Language, English 
Language, and other language. This cluster consists of students who are working in their own company. 

• Cluster 1 – This set of students employed by local private company and they had an extremely satisfied 
(scale-5) level of Malay Language and English Language, while not satisfied (scale-2) level of other language 
skill. This interprets that those who employed in the local private company have equal level of skill for Malay 
Language and English Language but not for other languages. They have satisfied level for other skills. 

• Cluster 2 – This set of students has extremely satisfied (scale-5) level of all skills except for English 
Language skill, which they have satisfied (scale-4) level. They are currently employed by government agencies 
for these set of skills level. 

• Cluster 3 – This set of students are those who employed in multinational company, having extremely 
satisfied (scale-5) level of other languages and satisfied level of all other eleven skills. 

In summary, the clustering analysis using Simple K-Means algorithm is two-fold. One, majority of the 
students was employed by the Local Private and Multinational Company. Two, students with level of skills from 
average (scale-3) to extremely satisfied (scale-5) were employed. 

 
Expectation Maximization (EM) Clustering: 

In Expectation Maximization (EM), each clustering iteration consists of two steps, which are the 
expectation step (E-step): Given the current cluster centers, each object is assigned to the cluster with a center 
that is closest to the object whereby the object is expected to belong to the closest cluster; and the maximization 
step (M-step): Given the cluster assignment, the algorithm adjusts the center for each cluster so that the sum of 
the distances from the objects assigned to this cluster and the new center is minimized. This means, the 
similarity of objects assigned to a cluster is maximized. 

For the clustering experiment using EM, the same number of cluster and seed are used, which are 4 clusters 
and 10 seeds. Figure 4 shows the resulting clusters, which indicates four job sectors, each assigned to each 
cluster as an evaluation class; Multinational Company for cluster 0, Own Company for cluster 1, Government 
for cluster 2 and Local Private for cluster 3. The number of instances in each cluster ranges from 18% to 29% 
from the total instances. Skills level for each skill and cluster are as follows: 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Clusterer output from Expectation-Maximization (EM). 
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• Cluster 0 – This set of students has extremely satisfied (scale-5) level of all skills except for Other 

Language which is at satisfied (scale-4) level. This set of students employed by Multinational Company. 
• Cluster 1 – With skill set level of satisfied (scale-4) for General IT, Malay Language, English 

Language and Other Language, and average (scale-3) level for Interpersonal Communication, Creative and 
Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, Analytical and Team Work. These students are working in their Own 
Company. 

• Cluster 2 – This set of students has extremely satisfied (scale-5) level of all skills except for English 
Language skill they have satisfied (scale-4) level. This set of students employed by Government Agencies. 

• Cluster 3 – This set of students has extremely satisfied (scale-5) level for Malay Language skill and 
satisfied (scale-4) level for General IT, English Language, Interpersonal Communication, Creative and Critical 
Thinking, Problem Solving, Analytical and Team Work. They have an average (scale-3) level for Other 
Language skill and are currently employed by Local Private Sector. 

 
Discussions: 

 Simple K-Means and Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithms produced few similar set of skills levels 
for each job sector where the 2011 graduates are currently employed. The cluster analysis shows that those who 
were employed at multinational company, local private, own company or government agencies must have either 
“Extremely Satisfied” or “Satisfied” level of the General IT and Malay Language skills. However, English 
Language skill is acceptable at the “Satisfied” level, and mostly “Average” for soft skills such as Interpersonal 
Communication, Creative and Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, Analytical and Team Work skills.  

The four clusters created by both algorithms are similar in terms of actual group of students employed 
according to job sector as shown in Figure 5. However the K-Means results in Figure 3 and EM results in Figure 
4 indicate different numbers of instances for the main clusters as compared to the numbers in the actual group of 
job sectors. This shows the clusters created are having similarity in terms of knowledge and skills acquired 
regardless of their actual job sectors. 

 

 
Fig. 5: The job_sector, class evaluation attribute. 

 
Table 2 shows the skills identified at Average level and below. Perhaps these skills require more attention at 

the higher institutional level to equip the students with such skills, hence producing higher quality graduates that 
are “market ready”. 
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Table 2: Skills identified at average level and below 

Clustering 
Algorithm 

Cluster Skill(s) Skill Level Job Sector 

Simple K-Means 0 • Interpersonal Communication 
• Creative and Critical Thinking 
• Analytical 
• Problem Solving 
• Inculcation of Positive Values 
• Team Work 
• General Knowledge 

Average Own Company 

1 • Other Language Not Satisfied Local Private 
Expectation 
Maximization 
(EM) 

1 • Interpersonal Communication 
• Creative and Critical Thinking 
• Problem Solving 
• Analytical 
• Team Work. 

Average Own Company 

3 • Other Language Average Local Private 
 

Conclusion And Future Work: 
In this paper, we have studied how clustering can be capitalized to identify the knowledge and skills needed 

in certain job sectors. The insights can be useful to improve the higher educational system in terms of 
curriculum enhancement as well as teaching and learning structure. Local graduates should have best command 
of English as the second language in Malaysia, for example, regardless if they wish to work in the private or 
government sectors. Employability has a huge dimension to be explored. For future work, a further study on 
detailed knowledge and skills and the impact to specific industry can be performed.  
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